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Abstract
A speech analysis, modification, and resynthesis system called
STRAIGHT has been widely used in the speech research com-
munity. However, its foundation and implementation were not
well established. This lecture introduces recent advances in
STRAIGHT’s foundation based on a new concept called TAN-
DEM, a simple method for calculating temporally stable power
spectra using two F0-adaptive time windows. A new interpreta-
tion of Shannon’s sampling theory also provided a mathematical
foundation and guidelines for designing STRAIGHT. A unified
approach based on TANDEM and STRAIGHT in F0 extraction
(at the same time, revisiting its conceptualization) and aperiod-
icity information representation provide flexibility in prosody-
related feature manipulation. An overview on prospective ap-
plications of the new TANDEM-STRAIGHT in L2 study will
also be presented.

1. Introduction
Understanding of human speech communication has been pro-
moted by exploiting various capabilities of tools introduced to
the speech research community. The first electrical speech pro-
cessing system, VOCODER, established foundations of speech
perception research primarily focusing on parsimonious rep-
resentations of speech sounds [1]. Introduction of statistical
time series analysis into speech signals [2] was the most suc-
cessful successor of this parsimonious approach and formed
the huge bodies of linear prediction analysis [3] technologies
and applications. STRAIGHT, a speech analysis, modifica-
tion, and synthesis system inherits VOCODER’s basic architec-
ture while laying this parsimony aside and focusing on concep-
tual isomorphism in representations with perception of periodic
sounds [4, 5]. STRAIGHT decomposes input speech into three
types of positive-valued parameters: an interference-free spec-
trogram, an aperiodicity map, and a fundamental frequency (F0)
trajectory. These representations are easy to interpret in terms of
source filter models and the positivity of parameters allows flex-
ible manipulations. STRAIGHT (as well as speech morphing
based on it) has been widely used in the speech research com-
munity [5, 6] because of the factors mentioned and relatively
small degradations associated with manipulations. Despite the
conceptual simplicity of the representations, the procedures for
extracting them are complicated and the underlying principles
of algorithms are not theoretically well established.

This paper revisits the underlying concepts of representa-
tions used in STRAIGHT and reformulates them [7] based on
a simple new power spectrum estimation algorithm for periodic
sounds that yields a temporally stable power spectral represen-
tation [8]. First, an interference-free power spectral represen-

tation is discussed and reformulated based on the newly intro-
duced temporally stable representation and a new interpretation
of Shannon’s sampling theory [9, 10]. Second, discussions on
excitation information that complements the proposed spectral
representation are presented based on new formulations. Dis-
cussions on excitation information begin with questions on the
dichotomy between periodicity and aperiodicity. Detection and
representation of multiple periodicity is discussed based on a
periodic component detector derived from the temporally stable
power spectral representation and the interference-free power
spectral representation. Following these discussions, the detec-
tor is extended to a generalized periodicity detector taking into
account the interference-free spectrum and estimates of multi-
ple periods. Finally, an acoustic event detector is introduced to
complete the new formulation of STRAIGHT.

2. Temporally stable power spectrum
A simple new idea for extracting temporally stable power spec-
trum for periodic signals caused all procedures in STRAIGHT
to be completely reformulated. The central idea behind the
STRAIGHT VOCODER is to extract spectral information that
does not consist of periodic structure in both the time and fre-
quency domains. The current implementation of STRAIGHT
solves this problem in two steps. The first step is to calculate
temporally stable power spectrum using a set of complemen-
tary windows. The second step is to remove periodic varia-
tions in the frequency domain by using F0 adaptive smoothing
and inverse filtering in the spatial frequency domain to preserve
spectral levels at harmonic frequencies. Unfortunately, these
conceptually straightforward ideas were implemented as Mat-
lab procedures consisting of many tuning parameters and ad hoc
functions and made the whole system difficult to understand and
apply formal mathematical analysis to. The idea described be-
low removed almost all these ad hoc and tunable components
and made the new implementation of STRAIGHT transparent.
F0 extraction and aperiodicity extraction procedures were also
replaced by a new method based on the same spectral estimation
methods.

The temporally stable power spectrum of a periodic signal
is calculated as the sum of two power spectra using a pair of
time windows temporally separated for half of the fundamental
period [8]. Let H(ω) represent the Fourier transform of a time-
windowing function. Assume that the width of the main lobe
of H(ω) only covers two harmonic components of the funda-
mental period T0. Therefore, it is sufficient to assume that the
test signal δ(ω) + αejβδ(ω − ω0) represents the general peri-
odic signals with fundamental period T0, where ω0 = 2π/T0.
Since the Fourier transform of H(ω) yields e−jωτH(ω) when
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the window is temporally displaced by the amount, τ , the power
spectrum of test signal |S(ω, τ)|2 is given by:

|S(ω, τ)|2 = H2(ω) + α2H2(ω − ω0) (1)
+ 2αH(ω)H(ω − ω0) cos(ω0τ + β).

The third term consists of window location τ and represents the
temporal dependency of the power-spectrum estimation. The
power spectrum of the same signal analyzed by a time window
located at τ + T0/2 has a third term with an opposite sign be-
cause ω0T0/2 = π. Therefore, |S(ω, τ)|2 + |S(ω, τ +T0/2)|2
has no time-dependent term (in this paper, the resultant spec-
trum is called the “TANDEM spectrum” below.)

This relation generalizes to multiple windows. By apply-
ing the identity relation

PN−1
k=0 exp(jkT0/N) = 0, the follow-

ing holds. Averaged power spectrum calculated using N ∈ Z
yields temporally stable spectrum PT (ω) when the center loca-
tions of the time windows are separated by T0/N .

PT (ω) =
1

N

N−1
X
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˛

˛
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˛
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˛

˛
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2

= H2(ω) + α2H2(ω − ω0). (2)

In the following sections, N = 2 is assumed without losing
generality.

Equation (1) suggests another trivial solution of the tem-
porally stable spectrum. When a time window is long enough
for H(ω) and H(ω − ω0) to have no overlap, the third term of
Eq. (1) vanishes. However, this trivial solution is not useful for
speech analysis because fine temporal resolution is necessary to
track the dynamics of speech sounds due to articulatory move-
ments. The effective duration of the TANDEM window can be
made shorter than the fundamental period of the signal while
retaining temporal stability.

2.1. Numerical example

Figure 1 shows the original power spectrum and corresponding
TANDEM spectrum of a periodic pulse train with T0 = 5 ms.
The Blackmann Harris window is used in this example. The
length of the window is 2.5T0. The FFT size is 8192, and the
sampling frequency is 48 kHz. Their peak levels are normalized
to 1. It is illustrated that the periodic temporal variation found
in the power spectrum is effectively eliminated in the TANDEM
spectrum.

3. Interference-free power spectrum
The periodic excitation of a set of resonators, such as the vo-
cal tract, by a pulse train is also a sampling operation of the
corresponding transfer function by a periodic pulse on the fre-
quency axis. In other words, it is an analog-to-digital (discrete)
conversion on the frequency axis. By this analogy, the problem
becomes discrete-to-analog conversion on the frequency axis.

Because this process consists of both analog-to-discrete and
discrete-to-analog conversions, and because the absolute value
of the transfer function of the vocal tracts is not band-limited in
terms of spatial frequency, adopting a formulation of consistent
sampling [9] is better than adopting classic Shannon’s sampling
theory. A brief summary and excerpts of the main theorem [9,
10] are given below.

3.1. Consistent sampling (excerpts and summary)

Assume that a pre-filter, a sampler, a digital correcting filter,
and a post-filter are connected in series. Let ϕ1(t) and ϕ2(t)

Figure 1: Original power spectrum (upper plot) and TANDEM
spectrum (lower plot) of a pulse train with a 5 ms fundamental
period. Blackman window with 48 kHz sampling and FFT size
8192.

represent the impulse responses of the pre- and post-filters, re-
spectively. Then define the cross-correlation sequence a12(k)
as an inner product of these functions:

a12(k) = 〈ϕ1(t − k), ϕ2(t)〉. (3)

Theorem [9, 10] Let f ∈ H be an unknown input function.
Provided m > 0 exists such that |A12(e

jω)| ≥ m a.e., then
there is unique signal approximation f̃ in V (ϕ2) that is consis-
tent with f in the sense that

∀f ∈ H, c1(k) = 〈f, ϕ1(x − k)〉 = 〈f̃ , ϕ1(x − k)〉. (4)

This signal approximation is given by

f̃ = P̃ f(x) =
X

k∈Z

(c1 ∗ q)ϕ2(x − k), (5)

where q is the impulse response of the digital correcting filter
and is calculated by

Q(z) =
1

P

k∈Z a12(k)z−k
, (6)

and underlying operation P̃ is a projector from L2 into V (ϕ2).

3.2. Envelope estimation based on consistent sampling

This theorem is applied to interference-free spectral estimation
using the following interpretation of the underlying model of
the theorem. Figure 2 summarizes this interpretation. In this
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ϕ1(
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and ϕ2(
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where q is

and

Figure 2: Model for applying consistent sampling to spectral
envelope estimation

interpretation, a TANDEM spectrum is an output approxima-
tion of this model, where the sampler is a periodic pulse on the
frequency axis and the impulse response of the post-filter ϕ2(t)
is |H(ω)|2 in Eq. (1). Pre- and digital correction filters and
the spectral interpolation response are missing in this case. The
problem is designing the missing correction filter and modify-
ing the post-filter for consistency.

A simple illustrative case of the TANDEM method is to use
the following Hanning window defined in [−T0, T0]:

h(t) = (1 + cos(πt/T0))/2. (7)

The TANDEM spectrum of a periodic pulse train with a period
of T0 is also periodic on the frequency axis. This periodic fluc-
tuation on the frequency axis represents interference caused by
signal periodicity. This interference is completely eliminated
by calculating the convolution with a rectangular smoothing
function rω0(ω) when the width is set to ω0. This smoothing
function is the most localized anti-aliasing filter for discrete-to-
analog conversion. Coefficients of the correction filter qk are
calculated using Eq. (6) with (|H(ω)|2 ∗ rω0(ω)) for ϕ2(t) and
a delta function for ϕ1(t) to calculate a cross-correlation se-
quence a12(k). In this example, a12(k) consists of three non-
zero elements: 0.0468, 1, and 0.0468 for k = −1, 0, 1. Coef-
ficients qk = q−k for k = 0, 1, 2, and 3 are 1.0044, -0.0471,
0.0022, and -0.0001, respectively, and vanish rapidly for larger
k.

The convolution of TANDEM spectrum PT (ω) with
rω0(ω) is calculated from the difference of the integrated TAN-
DEM spectrum at two frequency points separated by ω0. It is
useful to truncate qk in order to leave three dominant elements
(for k = −1, 0, 1) because the large dynamic range usually
found in speech spectra tends to introduce spectral smearing
if qk has long tails. Let q̃k represent the normalized and ad-
justed qk to compensate for the effect of this truncation. The
interference-free spectrum is assured to have no negative val-
ues when the correction filtering using q̃k is implemented in the
cepstral domain. Taking into account these considerations, an
interference-free spectrum, PTST (ω) (“STRAIGHT spectrum”
below) is calculated from the TANDEM spectrum PT (ω) using
the following set of equations:

C(ω) =

Z ω

ωL

PT (λ)dλ (8)

LS(ω) = ln [C(ω + ω0/2) − C(ω − ω0/2)] − ln ω0

PTST (ω) = e[q̄1(LS(ω−ω0)+LS(ω+ω0))+q̄0LS(ω)]. (9)

3.3. Synthesis procedure and pre-filter

The pre-filter of the underlying model of consistent sampling
corresponds to spectral smearing effects that are dependent on
the specific implementation of the synthesis procedure. For ex-
ample, when a window-based method for calculating the FIR
response of given spectra is employed, the pre-filter corresponds
to the power spectrum of the windowing function. When a si-
nusoidal model is employed and F0 is constant, the pre-filter
yields a delta function.

4. Source periodicity and F0 extraction
The design objective of an F0 extractor for a speech analysis
and synthesis system is to extract an F0 trajectory that is identi-
cal to the F0 trajectory generated by a re-synthesized version of
the original signal. The fundamental period of the speech signal
is updated on every glottal cycle. It is necessary for the F0 ex-
tractor to follow this cycle-by-cycle F0 change. To satisfy this
condition, the F0 extractor has to operate pitch-synchronously
or pitch-adaptively with temporal resolution comparable to the
fundamental period. Both TANDEM and STRAIGHT spectra
simultaneously satisfy finer temporal resolution and pitch syn-
chronous analysis without need of precision in window posi-
tioning.

4.1. Notes on F0 extractors for previous STRAIGHT

It is better to briefly review F0 extractors [4, 11, 12] designed for
the previous STRAIGHT and YIN [13]. Development of these
extractors was motivated by observations that an extracted F0
trajectory has effects on reproduced speech quality, and failure
in a voiced/unvoiced decision introduces severe degradation.
The first two extractors are based on output behavior of log-
linearly allocated bandpass filters having bandwidth able to sep-
arate fundamental components only. This design results in only
the filter centering around the fundamental component having a
stable output. The first F0 detector implementation [4] uses the
total amount of AM and FM modulation as the measure to rep-
resent the “fundamentalness” of the filter outputs. The second
implementation [11] extracts F0 candidates as fixed-points [11]
of mapping from the filter center frequency to the output instan-
taneous frequency. The best candidate is selected based on the
time-frequency stability of this mapping. Figure 3 illustrates
stability-based candidate selection.

A common drawback of these methods is their sole re-
liance on the fundamental component. The harmonic structure
of repetitive sounds is not directly taken into account in these
methods. This sole reliance introduces susceptibility to environ-
mental noise and missing fundamental problems. This problem
was solved by introducing a repetition-based feature in generat-
ing candidates. YIN is a sophisticated extension of correlation-
base methods and makes use of repetitive structure. By using an
autocorrelation-based feature and an instantaneous frequency-
based feature and introducing manually optimized post process-
ing, a nearly defect-free F0 extractor was designed [12].

Introduction of these reliable F0 extractors revealed that it
is not always relevant to assume one unique F0. Sometimes, vo-
cal fold vibration has a hierarchical structure [15]. For example,
a shorter cycle and a longer cycle are coupled to form a higher
repetitive structure. Investigations on a framework that is ca-
pable of representing this phenomenon motivated introduction
of a TANDEM based F0 extractor described in the following
section.
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Figure 3: Bandpass filter design for extracting fundamental
component [4]. Output modulation is minimum when only one
harmonic component is isolated: case (c).

5. TANDEM-based F0 extraction
A repetitive structure introduces periodic modulation in a power
spectrum. Normalizing power spectra with periodic modulation
by corresponding smooth power spectra leaves only periodic
modulation on the frequency axis. This is an underlying idea
of the frequency domain method of F0 extraction [16, 17, 18].
TANDEM-based F0 extraction revisits this idea.

Assume that the F0 of a signal is temporally constant and
known. Then define the fluctuation spectrum PC(ω) using

PC(ω) =
PT (ω)

PTST (ω)
− 1. (10)

When the signal is a periodic pulse train and the analysis win-
dow for the TANDEM method is a Hanning window defined by
Eq. (7), PC(ω) yields a simple sinusoid cos(2πω/ω0)/4. The
Fourier transform of PC(ω) has a unique peak at T0 on the lag
axis. Neither half nor double pitch peaks occur.

For more complex spectral shapes, PC(ω) defined by
Eq. 10 effectively represents the sinusoidal spectral variation
component due to periodicity because the STRAIGHT spec-
trum closely approximates the spectral envelope. The sinusoidal
modulation of the frequency axis reflecting signal periodicity
found in the TANDEM spectrum is completely suppressed in
the STRAIGHT spectrum. Normalizing the TANDEM spec-
trum by the STRAIGHT spectrum leaves constant bias plus si-
nusoidal spectral variations. Please note that it is not critical
to use the correction filter derived in the previous section for
Eq. 10 to work effectively. For F0 estimation and aperiodicity
estimation, the following simplified definition of PTST (ω) is
used.

PTST (ω) = [C(ω + ω0/2) − C(ω − ω0/2)]/ω0, (11)

where C(ω) is defined by Eq. 8.

5.1. F0 detector without a priori information

When analyzing actual speech, F0 is not constant in time and is
not known in advance. F0 changes in time introduce amplitude
modulation of PC(ω) on the frequency axis. This amplitude

modulation is approximately modeled by 1 + cos(cmω). Mod-
ulation (spatial) frequency cm is proportional to the speed of
the F0 change. This modulation introduces spurious peaks in
the Fourier transform of PC(ω).

This artifact can be removed using the lower frequency por-
tion of PC(ω) with frequency weighting wω0,N (ω) defined in
[−Nω0, Nω0]. N is set to satisfy π/Nω > cm. A practical
implementation of wω0,N (ω) is given below:

wω0,N (ω) = c0 (1 + cos (πω/Nω0)) , (12)

where c0 is a constant so that
R ∞
−∞ wω0,N (ω)dω = 1.

Considering this, a weighted Fourier transform of the fluc-
tuation spectrum is defined as

A(τ ; T0) =

Z ∞

−∞
wω0,N (ω)PC(ω; T0)e

−jωτdω, (13)

where the assumed fundamental period T0 is explicitly delin-
eated. Note that A(τ ; T0) retains dominant peak salience.

Since no a priori information about the F0 is available, it
is necessary to provide F0 candidates and to define a function
to evaluate the possiblities. A(τ ; T0) does not have a peak at
τ = T0 when the period of the input signal is 2T0 (by defini-
tion; see Eq. (7)). It also has a smaller peak at τ = T0 when
the period of the input signal is T0/2 because spectral smooth-
ing does not attenuate spectral fluctuation effectively due to a
mismatch in the F0 hypothesis. Therefore, it is necessary to
reshape each A(τ ; T0) to have proper peak at T0. This shap-
ing is done by introducing a weighting function wLAG(τ ; TC)
in the lag domain. Taking these considerations into account, a
weighted average of A(τ ; T0) is defined as follows to estimate
T0 by selecting the maximum peak:

Ā(τ) =
1

M

M
X

k=1

wLAG(τ ; TL2
1−k

L )A
“

τ ; TL2
1−k

L

”

, (14)

where L represents the number of hypothesized F0 candidates
in one octave. A constant TL is the longest limit of the funda-
mental period, and M represents the total number of frequency
bands.

5.2. Refinement of estimates

Parabolic interpolation around each peak is introduced to esti-
mate F0 from quantized F0 candidates and their score Ā(τ).
Parabolic interpolation generally provides good estimates be-
cause the shaping weight is closely approximated by second or-
der polynomials in the vicinity of peaks. Extracted F0 estimates
by this interpolation are refined further using instantaneous fre-
quencies of lower harmonic components. Details are given in
Appendix B.

5.3. Response to random signals and weight design

In this section, response to random signals of this detector is dis-
cussed and a method to tune parameters is introduced. The up-
per plot of Figure 4 shows the distribution of peaks of A(τ ; T0)
with a hypothesized T0 = 25 Hz using a random signal as the
input signal. Due to the spatial low-pass filtering effect of time
windowing and the spatial high-pass filtering effect of the spec-
tral normalization by the STRAIGHT spectrum, A(τ ; T0) has
a band-pass characteristic. Because response to random noise
represents interference to F0 estimation, it is necessary to make
the ratio between response to the desired periodic signal and
this random response be maximized. For example, when using
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Figure 4: Single band upper bound for peak levels corre-
sponding to 90% (solid line) and 95% (dashed line) cumula-
tive probability when the size satisfies TANDEM condition and
STRAIGHT conditions. (Blackman window with 4T0.)

a Blackmann window, the case illustrated in Figure 4, using 4T0

for window size yields the response of having maximum peak
at F0 and yields the best signal-to-noise ratio.

However, tuning the window length is not sufficient. As can
be found in the upper plot of Figure 4, the response to noise has
spurious peaks. The following shaping function is introduced
to eliminate these additional peaks:

wLAG(τ ; T0) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos

„

π log2

„

τ

T0

««

. (15)

The lower plot of Figure 4 shows the response after shaping. It
does not have spurious peaks and is suitable for calculating the
periodicity salience measure by allocating it for the desired F0
range using Eq. 14.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of peaks of Ā(τ). F0 hy-
potheses in this case span from 40 Hz to 600 Hz with 2 hypothe-
ses per one octave. The plot illustrates that the response is not
dependent on F0 within the desired range. This implies that the
periodicity score Ā(τ) can be associated with the probability of
peaks due to randomness.

Figure 6 illustrates the probability of random peaks as a
function of the peak value. This relation can be used to deter-
mine the threshold values to detect voicing. For example, when
acceptable false alarm for voicing detection is 1%, the thresh-
old has to be set as 1.23. Thresholds have to be set as 1.43 and
1.53 for 0.1% and 0.01% false alarm rates respectively. Please
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Figure 5: Multi band upper bound for peak levels corresponding
to 90% (solid line) and 95% (dashed line) cumulative probabil-
ity when the size satisfies TANDEM condition and STRAIGHT
conditions. (Blackman window with 4T0. Two bands per octave
allocation spans from 40 Hz to 600 Hz.)
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Figure 6: Probability of Ā(τ) peaks for random inputs.

note that this threshold setting does not assume that only one
F0 exists at a specific moment, and that the maximum level of
Ā(τ) is uniquely determined as a function of the time window
shape and F0 hypotheses spacing. In this simulation, the value
is around 2.

5.4. Response to pseudo-periodic signals

A test signal and a natural speech example were analyzed to test
the proposed procedure. The upper plot of Figure 7 shows ex-
tracted F0 candidates for a pulse train with increasing repetition
periods. A dot represents a candidate and a circle represents
the best candidate of F0. The plot illustrates that the best can-
didates correspond to the correct trajectory. The lower plot of
Figure 7 shows the periodicity score. It is clearly shown that the
best score of each frame stands out. Please note that the other
candidates do not have scores significantly higher than random
peaks. Please also note that the waving behavior of some of the
lower scores is due to the relatively sparse allocation of detec-
tors. Increasing the number of detectors per octave makes wave
length and depth small.

Figure 8 shows F0 candidates and their periodicity scores
for a Japanese vowel sequence /auieo/ spoken by a male
speaker. The best candidate at each frame is represented as
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Figure 7: F0 candidates (upper plot) and their periodicity scores
(lower plot). The most likely F0 candidate at each frame is rep-
resented using a circle. (Test signal: pulse train with increasing
fundamental period)

an open circle in the upper plot. It is clearly shown that the
best candidate also stands out. It is interesting to observe that
the other candidates in the region from 300 ms to 450 ms also
have relatively high peak values. They correspond to candidates
around 300 Hz. It suggests that the fundamental period corre-
sponding to the primary F0 (' 150 Hz) is subdivided into two
periods.

6. Periodicity spectrogram
Speech sounds are not strictly periodic. F0 and amplitude
fluctuations introduce FM and AM on each harmonic compo-
nent. In addition, the excitation source signal fluctuates cy-
cle by cycle, and the vocal-tract transfer function varies be-
cause of the movement of the articulators. These factors in-
troduce deviations from the precise repetition of the waveform
of each cycle. The deviations are also frequency-dependent
and are represented as a periodicity spectrogram. Several ap-
proaches [11, 19] were tested to extract this periodicity spec-
trogram in the previous version of STRAIGHT. TANDEM and
STRAIGHT spectra also introduce a unified approach for peri-
odicity spectrogram extraction.

To define aperiodicity properly, these factors must be sepa-
rated into two groups. The first group consists of factors depen-
dent on F0 fluctuations and STRAIGHT spectral fluctuations.
The second group consists of residual fluctuations. The aperi-
odicity that has to be defined for flexible speech manipulation
is the second group. Effects caused by the first group have to be
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Figure 8: F0 candidates of natural speech. The material is
a Japanese vowel sequence /aiueo/ spoken by a male speaker.
(Upper plot) F0 candidates. The best candidate of each frame is
represented as a circle. (lower plot) Periodicity scores of each
candidate.

removed from the final results of aperiodicity analysis in order
to prevent double counting, as both the F0 and the STRAIGHT
spectrum are used in synthesizing the manipulated speech sig-
nals.

6.1. Normalization of F0 movement

Non-stationary F0 has to be stabilized prior to the follow-
ing analysis because F0 movement is proportionally magnified
by the harmonic numbers and introduces significant side band
power due to frequency modulation in the higher frequency
range. Converting the time axis t to τ(t) using the instanta-
neous frequency of the fundamental component f0(t) and tar-
get F0 ffix in Equation τ(t) =

R t

0
ffix/f0(λ)dλ, the F0 of

the signal converted onto the new time axis has constant value
ffix [14, 11].

This F0 stabilization procedure eliminates the amplitude
modulation of PC(ω) on the frequency axis mentioned in sec-
tion 5.1. Therefore, periodicity can be evaluated locally on the
frequency axis irrespective of frequency position.

6.2. Periodicity extraction using quadrature signal

Since F0 is already known, the only interesting component of
A(τ ; T0) is at τ = T0. Component A(τ ; T0)|τ=T0 is calculated
using a quadrature signal hN (ω) defined below.

hN (ω) = wω0,N (ω) exp (2πjω/ω0) , (16)
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where a signal envelope function wω0,N (ω) defines the spectral
resolution of the aperiodicity calculation. In terms of TB (time
and bandwidth) product, the wider the frequency span, the more
reliable the estimation is.

In this implementation, the following raised cosine function
is used as envelope hN (ω) for simplicity.

wωC ,N (ω) = c0 (1 + cos (πω/NωC)) , (17)

where constant c0 is used to normalize
R

wωC ,N (ω)dω = 1.
Using this quadrature signal, initial evaluation of periodicity is
defined as follows:

Q2
C(ω; TC) =

˛

˛

˛

˛

Z ∞

−∞
hN (λ; TC)PC(ω − λ; TC)dλ

˛

˛

˛

˛

2

. (18)

The problem to be solved is estimation of the aperiodic compo-
nent based on this periodicity measure.

6.3. Estimation of aperiodic component

Let ◦ represent convolution to make Eq. 18 simple. Using the
definition of fluctuation spectrum Eq. 10, the following holds:

Q2
C = |hN ◦ PC(ω; TC)|2

=

˛

˛

˛

˛

hN ◦ PT (ω; TC) − PTST (ω; TC)

PTST (ω; TC)

˛

˛

˛

˛

2

. (19)

Periodic fluctuation in the TANDEM spectrum originates
from two sources, signal periodicity and random fluctuation.
Assume ∆PP to represent the periodicity related fluctuation
in the TANDEM spectrum and ∆PR to represent the random
component related fluctuation in the TANDEM spectrum. Also
assume PP to represent the STRAIGHT spectrum of the peri-
odic component and PR to represent the STRAIGHT spectrum
of the random component. Then, as a first order approxima-
tion, assume that PP (ω; TC) and PR(ω; TC) are locally con-
stant within the effective length of hN . Then, by calculating the
expectation, the following holds.

Q2
C =

V [hN ◦ ∆PP ]

P 2
P + P 2

R

+
V [hN ◦ ∆PR]

P 2
P + P 2

R

, (20)

where V [x] represents the variance of x.
For periodic signals, the ratio between V [hN ◦ ∆PP ] and

PP is uniquely determined as a constant CP once a window
is determined. For random signals, the ratio between V [hN ◦
∆PR] and PR is also determined as a constant CR depending
on the effective TB product once the window function and hN

are determined. These yield the following:

Q2
C =

C2
P P 2

P

P 2
P + P 2

R

+
C2

RP 2
R

P 2
P + P 2

R

. (21)

Using these constants, the root mean squared value of the
random component amplitude aRND(ω) and periodic com-
ponent amplitude aPRD(ω) are represented by the following
equation:

aRND(ω) =

s

C2
P − Q2

C

C2
P − C2

R

, aPRD(ω) =

s

Q2
C − C2

R

C2
P − C2

R

.

(22)
Note that these relations hold for expectations. Parameter

extraction for speech resynthesis requires other criteria based
on these relations. It is also necessary to evaluate effects due
to spectral variation that were neglected in derivation up to this
point.
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Figure 9: Histogram of periodicity rates. Frequency spreads are
N = 2 for upper plot and N = 16 for lower plot.

6.4. Determination of constants CP and CR

The constant for periodic signals CP represents the averaged
amplitude of the spectral variation component having period ω0

on the frequency axis. This value is directly calculated using the
Fourier transform of the original time window H(ω) of Eq. 1,
the frequency weighting window ww0,N (ω) of Eq. 12, and the
lag shaping function wLAG(τ ; T0) of Eq. 15. Constant CP =
0.56 for a Blackman window with the length 2.4T0 is used in
the current implementation.

The constant for random signals CR also depends on H(ω),
ww0,N (ω) and wLAG(τ ; T0). One important difference of this
parameter is that it is probabilistic. Distribution of CR is highly
affected by hN (ω; TC) in ww0,N (ω). Figure 9 shows distribu-
tion of QC for N = 2 and N = 16 for random signal input.
When N is small, small effective degrees of freedom (in other
words, TB product) yield widely spread distribution and make
reliable estimation of underlying aperiodicity difficult. It is nec-
essary to increase the effective degrees of freedom for reliable
estimation of aperiodicity. One practical solution is to calculate
the average periodicity measure Q̄c using M multiple frames.

An exhaustive simulation for all plausible combinations of
N , M and quantized frame shift periods was conducted to cal-
culate the average and variance of Q̄C . Simulation results were
stored in a three-dimensional table to calculate Q̄c for given
analysis conditions using bilinear interpolation. Final ampli-
tude estimates of the aperiodic component aRND(ω) and the
periodic component aPRD(ω) are calculated using the average
and variance of Q̄C . Please note that it is important to to set
appropriate CR and CP .
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Figure 10: Observed periodic component QC(ω)

6.5. Examples and comments

Since preliminary tests using simulated signals revealed that the
proposed method performs as predicted, only the analysis for
a natural speech example is presented here. A Japanese vowel
sequence /aiueo/ spoken by a male speaker sampled at 22050 Hz
was used. Figure 10 shows the Q̄c map. It is observed that even
in the silent period there are positive values in Q̄c reflecting
statistical fluctuation due to randomness. It is also observed
that in the voiced part it does not completely reach a perfectly
periodic value of 0.56.

Please note that an unsolved issue in representing aperiod-
icity remains. Due to highly nonlinear processing in the acous-
tic to neural conversion in human auditory system, sometimes
the detection threshold of a brief burst noise varies more than
20 dB within one pitch period [20]. This effect has to be taken
into account to represent aperiodicity for resynthesis.

7. TANDEM-STRAIGHT: Architecture
Figure 11 illustrates the schematic diagram of the re-
vised STRAIGHT (TANDEM-STRAIGHT). Please note that
a unified set of representations, TANDEM-spectrum and
STRAIGHT-spectrum, is repeatedly used in all subsystems.
This unified architecture and fewer tunable parameters are rep-
resentative advantages of the new formulation over the previous
version of STRAIGHT. However, in spite of this radical refor-
mulation, the new TANDEM-STRAIGHT inherits all the func-
tionality of the previous version of STRAIGHT. One important
application of STRAIGHT is speech morphing [21], described
in the next section.

8. Morphing of speech sounds
Morphing speech samples [21] introduces a complementary
strategy, a deductive approach, for investigating the physical
correlates of perceptual attributes. It enables us to generate
a stimulus continuum between two or more exemplar stim-
uli by evenly interpolating STRAIGHT parameters even with-
out knowing the physical correlates of a specific perceptual at-
tribute in advance. This strategy was initially applied to inves-
tigate emotional expressions [22]. It was illustrated that using
STRAIGHT-based morphing, the log-linear interpolation of a
few speech parameters (namely, F0, STRAIGHT-spectrogram,
and periodicity spectrogram) provides stimulus continuum in
terms of emotional perception.

speech signal

TANDEM 

spectrum

extractor

STRAIGHT 

spectrum 

extractor

F0 extractor

aperiodicity 

extractor

parameter 

manipulation

re-synthesis

manipulated speech

TANDEM-spec.

STRAIGHT-spec.

TANDEM-spec.

STRAIGHT-spec.

Figure 11: Schematic diagram of TANDEM-STRAIGHT.

Figure 12: User interface for morphing demonstration (courtesy
of the Mirainan, designed by Takashi Yamaguchi)

Emotional morphing demonstrations were displayed in the
Miraikan, Japan’s National Museum of Emerging Science and
Innovation, from April 22 to August 15, 2005. Figure 12 shows
a screenshot of the display. Three phrases were portrayed by
one female and two male actors with three emotional styles
(pleasure, sadness, and anger). Simple resynthesis of these orig-
inal samples was placed at the vertices. Morphed sounds were
located on the edges and the inside links of the triangle and re-
produced by mouse clicks. Please note that only prosodic varia-
tion makes variations in perceived emotional expressions. This
demonstration can be tested visiting the author’s web page [6].

Singing is an extreme form of voice communication where
stylized prosody plays a crucial role. STRAIGHT-based ma-
nipulations including speech morphing have been applied to
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investigate and control singing expressions [23, 24]. An ex-
tended morphing procedure that is capable of component-wise
morphing was applied to singing voice manipulation [25]. In
that study, individual control of the morphing rate using five
extended parameters (in addition to the three parameters men-
tioned above, temporal axis mapping and frequency axis map-
ping functions were introduced) was implemented to test design
reuse of singers’ voice identity and their singing style. Sub-
jective test results suggested that morphing of prosody-related
physical parameters enables perceptual modifications of singing
style. It also revealed that identification of the singer of the ma-
nipulated singing is mainly dependent on spectral information.
Please note that these findings are dependent on specific singers
participated in the experiment. Prosody-related physical param-
eters would play important roles when one or both of the singers
have strong and unique singing style.

8.1. Application to L2 study

The exemplar-based approach that is based on morphing will
serve as a powerful tool for investigating prosodic aspects of L2
perception and learning. A preliminary study was conducted to
test if findings based on synthetic speech are replicated using
morphing based procedures [26] and was encouraging. A real-
time implementation of STRAIGHT [27] will be also useful
for testing preliminary hypotheses on prosody-related aspects
of speech perception.

9. Summary and conclusions

A unified framework was introduced based on a simple and
novel power-spectrum estimation method called TANDEM that
eliminates periodic temporal fluctuations. Based on this repre-
sentation, extraction algorithms for interference-free spectrum
(STRAIGHT spectrum), F0, and aperiodicity maps are formu-
lated in a theoretically tractable manner. Preliminary tests in-
dicated that the analysis results are compatible with the current
version of STRAIGHT and yield re-synthesized speech that is
indistinguishable from the current version. This reformulation
of STRAIGHT makes it a more accessible and efficient tool for
research communities. A STRAIGHT-based morphing proce-
dure will serve as a powerful research tool for L2 study, es-
pecially for the prosodic aspect, because it enables a deductive
approach and precise control of physical parameters at the same
time.
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A. Zero frequency recovery
The power spectrum of speech has zero at zero frequency due
to radiation impedance. This spectral zero has to be removed
for two reasons in STRAIGHT spectrum calculation. One rea-
son is for the re-synthesis procedure where a minimum phase
response is calculated based on a complex cepstrum. Zero is
incompatible with the cepstrum. The other reason is for F0 ex-
traction of “pure tones.” A single sinusoidal signal only has two
components as its Fourier transform. The direct application of
Eq. 10 only yields two peaks at ±ω0 on the (angular) frequency

axis. Distance between these peaks is 2ω0 and yields 2F0 as the
extracted fundamental frequency.

To avoid these problems, PTr(ω) is reshaped using the fol-
lowing equation in a region (−ω0, ω0):

PTr(ω) = wsh(|ω0−ω|)PT (ω)+wsh(ω)PT (|ω0−ω|), (23)

where the weighting function has to satisfy the following rela-
tion.

1 = wsh(|ω0 − ω|) + wsh(ω)

wsh(ω) = wsh(−ω)

dwsh(ω)

dω
= 0 at ω = ±ω0, ω = 0. (24)

The following raised cosine function is used in this implemen-
tation:

wsh(ω) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos
πω

ω0
. (25)

B. Instantaneous frequency-based
refinement

A procedure to refine the initial estimate of the fundamental fre-
quency is designed based on instantaneous frequency and linear
interpolation. As the initial estimate of F0 is available, it is
possible to design a bandpass filter that extracts only the funda-
mental component. Such a filter has the following form:

hN (t; ω) = wT,N (t) exp (−2πjωt) , (26)

where ω represents the center frequency of the bandpass filter
and wT,N (t) defines the envelope of the response. The Fourier
transform of the envelope wT,N (t) has to have low-pass char-
acteristics with suppression band from (1 − α)ω0, where α is
a small positive number such as 0.1. In this implementation a
Blackman Harris window function is used as wT,N (t) with the
following form:

wT,N (t) = 0.42 + 0.5 cos
πt

NT
+ 0.08 cos

2πt

NT
, (27)

where −NT < t < NT and wT,N (t) is 0 outside.
To refine initial estimates of the fundamental frequency, in-

stantaneous frequencies of filter outputs with center frequencies
ωa = (1 − α)ω0 and ωb = (1 + α)ω0 have to be calculated.
They can be calculated using Flanagan’s method [29]. The
refinement procedure is based on a finding that the output in-
stantaneous frequency and the frequency of one dominant sinu-
soidal signal in the filter pass-band equals when the center fre-
quency is set equal to that of the sinusoidal signal [30, 14, 11].

Assume that the output instantaneous frequencies of filters
with center frequencies ωa and ωb are λa and λb respectively.
Assume that the output instantaneous frequency is a linear func-
tion of ω in the vicinity of the initial estimate. Then, the follow-
ing holds:

»

λa

λb

–

=

»

ωa 1
ωb 1

–»

ua

ub

–

. (28)

Applying the condition that the center frequency and the
instantaneous frequency have to be equal yields the following:

ωr1 =
ub

1 − ua
, (29)

where ωr1 is the refined fundamental angular frequency.
This refinement procedure is applied again using the re-

vised ωr1 as the initial estimate. Based on preliminary analysis,
N = 3 is used in Eq. 27 and instantaneous frequencies of the
lower three harmonic components are used to calculate the final
estimate.
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